
User Manual
Ecom City™ Filtered Hand Held Shower with
3 modes
Package Contents
1 Shower Head
1 set of replacement mineral balls
Materials
ABS Plastic
Stainless Steel
Installation
Simply screw the shower head made from
eco-friendly ABS material onto any standard
shower hose and use it immediately. It is easy to
clean and can be used for everyone, including
babies and pets.
Product Features
PURIFY WATER AND GIVE YOUR SKIN AND
HAIR A NEW LIFE
Ecom City shower head has two layers of
bio-active mineral stones that remove impurities,
fine pollutants, chlorine, and fluorine toxins. It
softens hard water by balancing water’s PH
value and increases the oxygen content of water
which makes your skin and hair strong, smooth,
and soft.
ULTIMATE SPA EXPERIENCE WITH 3 SPRAYING
MODES
Easily switch between Rainfall, Massage, and
Jet spraying modes by flicking the showerhead’s
switch to promote relaxation, stimulate
circulation, and ease muscle tension.
ULTRA COMFORTABLE EXPERIENCE WITH
HIGH WATER STREAM PRESSURE
Ecom City turbocharged shower filter combined
with revolutionary micro nozzle technology
makes the outlet holes smaller and denser,
increasing the speed of the water flow, and
thereby increasing the pressure washer by 200%.
30% LESS WATER CONSUMPTION
Ecom City showerhead’s laser perforated
technology compacts water through
water-saving micro-nozzle pinholes and soothes
aches, tension, and fatigue at 30% reduced
water cost.

3 Modes Usage
The button to change modes is located on the
side of the shower head. The button has 3
positions that correspond to 3 modes. Simply
toggle the switch to the desired position and
enjoy.

Cleaning and Care
Rust particles in household/building pipes may
accumulate on the perforated shower head
nozzle. Simply wipe the nozzle with vinegar or a
product like WD-40. The shower head itself
cannot rust as it is made from high-grade
stainless steel.
Some nozzle holes might get clogged due to
dust and debris in the water or pipes. Clean the
nozzle using a brush with thin bristles.
The mineral balls have a life of 6 months with
daily usage. After this period, they must be
replaced to ensure the effectiveness of the
shower. 1 set of replacement balls is provided in
the box for free.

Contact Us
For any queries, please reach us at the following
number
+971-0585712215
Mon to Fri, 9 am to 6 pm

Made in China
Manufactured by Ecom City FZC
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